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 Memories are a
treasure for many
successful people.Changing Perspectives about Leisure

and Relations. Investment options in a
chain of Media Guest Houses. 

Leisure and Recreation 

Founding members will own the studio 

Today's world is wide spread but minutely
interconnected. Human relations are deep-
rooted at various levels. Bringing together
everyone towards the common goals and
purposes beyond space and time requires
media intervention today. the editorial vision
that connects people for various purposes. 

Positive media platforms have a power to
bring people together in the society building
processes.  Endowment Studios is a Global
TV  project with a mission to connect people
and to keep them connected always. 

The mission of Global TV is to connect people
to involve them in positive and purposeful
conversations. Endowment Studio is taken
up as an initiative to create collective media
facilities along with leisure and recreation.
Anyone who has a social orientation can take
up an Endowment Studio project with us.   

Endowment Studios is for creation of media
facilities as a support system for the people
who do social entrepreneurship and service
initiatives. It is also an investment possibility
with high returns along with leisure. 
Rural Locations with tourism potential are
selected for Endowment Studios. It will also
become a connecting point for expansive
visions, relaxation stations, and empowering
campaigns. It gives life to the society.   
Collective investment for Visionary initiatives
is the idea of Endowment Studios. The initial
investment will increase in value in many
ways. Founding members of each studio will
have ownership of the studio. The valuation
of the studio keeps increasing year after year.

The basic idea of Endowment Studios is to
celebrate memories and to express gratitude
towards the people and circumstances that
had played a role in shaping our future. Past
memories are a treasure for many people.

Expressing Gratitude

MANY OPTIONS



WELCOME HOMES &
SMILING EDITORS 

"CHANGING PERSPECTIVES."

"CONNECTING COMMUNITIES,"

GLOBALTV.IN/ES

"Welcome Home and Smiling Editors" is a theme to connect
spacious houses with dynamic editors. A Network of welcome
homes in cities and villages all over India will become part of

the Endowment Studios. This will increase the inflow of people
to cities and villages, thereby supporting economic growth.

Endowment Studios is driven by a
vision to connect local people
globally and vice versa. With a
diverse team of passionate creators
hailing from different corners of the
world, the studio is committed to
crafting content that connects
people across cultural boundaries. 
Success Stories of global
personalities and their heart
warming memories will explore the
values of human relationships. Great
things happen when people are
connected with one another on a
simple theme of helping people and
supporting each other for growing
together with one another.

Endowment Studios is more than just a
content provider; it's a community
builder. Through its interactive platform,
participants have the opportunity to
engage with each other, share their
stories, and to be part of a global
dialogue. Endowment Studios will foster
human relations that transcend
geographical distances through social
media, online forums, local channels and
virtual events.

The ethos of Endowment Studios is
encapsulated in its tagline:
"Connecting Communities, Changing
Perspectives." By bringing people
together from
diverse backgrounds and providing a
platform for meaningful exchange, the
studio aims to break down barriers, and
to build a more inclusive world.

At Endowment Studios, the objective is to build cordial relations to
create meaningful conversations. People come together to foster
understanding and celebrate the diversity of human experiences.
Endowment Studios serves as a platform for connecting people and
telling their success stories. It will also initiate collective action to
empower the local communities in coordination with one another.



The principle of collective ownership posits that resources, property,
and means of production are owned and managed collectively by a
group or community rather than by individuals. This ideology aims to
distribute wealth and power more equitably among members of the
collective, fostering cooperation and solidarity.

T H E  P R I N C I P L E  O F  C O L L E C T I V E  O W N E R S H I P

Global TV has a Mission

The role of media in shaping our collective
consciousness has never been more critical
than today. Endowment Studios can stand at
the forefront of a pleasant movement. 

We can harness the power of storytelling to
create a positive social change and inspire
audiences to see the world through a new lens.
The world is divided on various grounds.

Division often seems to overshadow the unity in
diversity. Endowment Studios will help us to be
connected with our roots. We are stronger than
ever when we come together. 

Will you kindly join us on this journey as we
connect local people globally? This is the idea
of the Endowment Studios; where every story
matters and every person important.

S H O U L D  B E  P O S I T I V E L Y  U S E D  T O
C O N N E C T  P E O P L E  A N D  C O M M U N I T I E S . . .

The Power of Media

G L O B A L T V . I N / E S  |  + 9 1  9 8 4 4 1  8 2 0 4 4

 Collective ownership promotes economic democracy and
reduces inequality by ensuring that the benefits of

resources are shared among all members of society.

3 Decades Plus Media Experience



g/ine

MANY PEOPLE ASK ABOUT WHAT WE AT GLOBAL TV DO SO METICULOUSLY
AND SO VIGOROUSLY AND ABOUT HOW IT IS GOING TO FETCH AND
ADVANTAGE FOR EVERYONE INVOLVED IN THE PROCESS?

GLOBAL TV IS A LARGE NETWORK OF EDITORS AT VARIOUS STREAMS AND LOCALITIES.
CONNECTING PEOPLE GLOBALLY, CONVERTING THEM TO BECOME EDITORS AND GETTING THEM
NETWORKED BETWEEN THE POTENTIAL OF THEIR ROOTS AND THE OPPORTUNITIES OF THEIR
EXTENDED NEIGHBORHOODS IS THE PRIMARY MISSION OF GLOBAL TV.  WE RESPOND TO EVERY
OPPORTUNITY THAT IS OPENED UP IN FRONT OF US AT EVERY MOMENT. OPPORTUNITIES COME
EITHER DIRECTLY OR THROUGH VARIOUS WINDOWS OF OUR GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY WITH PEOPLE
WHO ARE INTELLECTUALLY BRILLIANT, SOCIAL ORIENTED AND HUMANITARIAN IN OUTLOOK. 



INSPIRED

BY KALAM

Global TV's mission is primarily
to connect people globally 

01.

and facilitate networking between the
potential rooted in their cultural heritage and
the opportunities presented by their extended
neighborhoods. In pursuit of this mission,
Global TV brings forth a plethora of
advantages for individuals engaged in the
process. Collective Networking of people
through Mass Media is the unique mission that
we perform. Social Media is an opposite
contrast to it. 

Great things happen when
people come together

02.

with a purpose to support each other.
Time and Space get to become vibrant
in spirit and brighter in perspective.
Confusions get dissolved when solutions
are emerged from the large reservoir of
knowledge and support systems. 

Global TV becomes a hub
of informal networking,
empowerment, and
cultural exchange,
bridging the gap between
diverse communities and
fostering a more
interconnected,
enlightened world.

Global TV has transcended into
an Informal Intellectual Bank

03.

 serving as a repository of knowledge,
ideas, and cultural exchange. Through its
diverse engagement, Global TV fosters
cross-cultural understanding, promotes
collaboration, and inspires viewers to
explore new horizons. It becomes a
platform where individuals deposit and
withdraw insights, perspectives, and
experiences, enriching the collective
intellectual capital of its global partners. 



INFORMAL

INTELLECTUAL

BANK
Let us look at the possibilities;
Cultural Fusion: By bridging individuals
across different corners of the globe,
Global TV facilitates the fusion of
diverse cultural perspectives,
enriching the collective global growth
mechanism. 
Opportunity Exploration: Global TV
serves as a platform for individuals to
explore and capitalize on
opportunities beyond their immediate
surroundings, tapping into the vast
potential of their extended
neighborhoods.
Cross-Cultural Understanding:
Through Global TV networking, the
editors gain insight into the nuances
of various cultures, fostering cross-
cultural understanding, appreciation,
and respect.
Community Empowerment: Global TV
empowers communities by providing
a platform for sharing stories,
knowledge, and experiences, thereby
strengthening bonds and promoting
collaboration.
Global Awareness: Global TV raises
awareness about global issues,
challenges, and opportunities,
encouraging citizens to become
informed and engaged global citizens.
Entrepreneurial Endeavors: Global TV
inspires entrepreneurial endeavors by
showcasing success stories,
innovative ideas, and business
opportunities from around the world.
Cultural Preservation: Global TV plays
a role in preserving and promoting
cultural heritage by showcasing
traditional practices, rituals, and art
forms to a global audience.

Networking Opportunities: Global TV
facilitates collective networking (C-NET)
opportunities for individuals with shared
interests, aspirations, and backgrounds,
fostering collaboration and exchange.
Inspiration and Motivation: Through
Global TV, Editors and Participants are
inspired and motivated by stories of
resilience, perseverance, and
achievement, encouraging them to
pursue their dreams and aspirations.
Global TV celebrates diversity and
promotes inclusion by amplifying voices
from underrepresented communities
and challenging stereotypes and
prejudices.
In essence, Global TV serves as a
catalyst for global connectivity of
visionaries and action leaders. We enjoy
empowerment and enrichment of
people by bringing them together
across borders and boundaries to
harness the full potential of their cultural
roots and extended neighborhoods. By
connecting people globally, Global TV
facilitates the exchange of diverse
viewpoints and perspectives, fostering a
deeper understanding of different
cultures, beliefs, and experiences.
Promotion of Empathy and
Understanding: Global TV encourages
viewers to empathize with others'
experiences and perspectives, fostering
greater compassion, empathy, and
understanding across cultural, social,
and geographical boundaries.



A HUB OF

COLLECTIVE

NETWORKING
JOIN THE INTELLECTUAL EDITORS NETWORK
Facilitation of Communication and
Collaboration: Global TV serves as
a platform for communication and
collaboration, enabling individuals
and communities from different
parts of the world to connect, share
ideas, and work together towards
common goals.
Inspiration and Inspiration: Through
Global TV, viewers are exposed to
stories of resilience, courage, and
compassion from around the
world. These stories inspire and
motivate individuals to overcome
challenges, pursue their passions,
and make a positive impact in their
own lives and communities.
Promotion of Unity and Partnership:
By highlighting the
interconnectedness of humanity,
Global TV promotes unity and
partnership among people of
different backgrounds, fostering a
sense of shared humanity and
collective prosperity towards
building a more inclusive and
equitable world.
Catalyst for Social Change: Global
TV has the potential to raise
awareness about social,
environmental, and humanitarian
issues on a global scale, mobilizing
viewers to take action, advocate
for change, and contribute to
positive social transformation.

Overall, connecting people globally
through Global TV brings a multitude
of advantages, including cultural
enrichment, access to information
and education, promotion of
empathy and understanding,
facilitation of communication and
collaboration, inspiration and
inspiration, promotion of unity and
solidarity, and serving as a catalyst
for social change. These advantages
contribute to creating a more
interconnected, compassionate, and
equitable global community.
Global TV has transcended into an
Informal Intellectual Bank, serving as
a repository of knowledge, ideas, and
cultural exchange. Through its
diverse engagement, Global TV
fosters cross-cultural understanding,
promotes collaboration, and inspires
viewers to explore new horizons. It
becomes a platform where
individuals deposit and withdraw
insights, perspectives, and
experiences, enriching the collective
intellectual capital of its global
partners. Global TV becomes a hub
of informal networking,
empowerment, and cultural
exchange, bridging the gap between
diverse communities and fostering a
more interconnected, enlightened
world.

98441 82044



By NVP +91 98441 82044

ENROLL EXISTING FACILITIES WITH ENDOWMENT STUDIOS

Collaboration with Global TV: 
Individuals, firms, organizations, or
institutions interested in media and
tourism can collaborate with Global
TV through the Endowment Studios
initiative. This informal collaboration
aims to create media teams around
premium tourist destinations.

Connecting with Global TV: 
To enroll in the Endowment Studios project, individuals
or organizations can connect with Global TV Chief Editors
at various locations. These editors serve as points of
contact and coordination for facilitating collaboration and
providing guidance on the project.

The Endowment Studios project adopts a
flexible and inclusive approach, welcoming a
wide range of facilities and participants.

Enroll and
Engage with
Global TV

Local Channels are Invited to Collaborate
Call +91 98441 82044

Utilization of Existing Facilities:
The concept revolves around leveraging
existing facilities for media purposes. 
This could include hotels, resorts, houses,
guesthouses, event spaces, or any other
relevant infrastructure.
Listing Available Facilities:
Facilities located in areas with tourism
potential for various media productions.

Empowering Local Entrepreneurs: 
This concept empowers local entrepreneurs by providing
them with opportunities to participate in the media
industry. By partnering with Global TV, they gain access
to resources, expertise, and a global platform to connect
with visionaries and to attract them to their locations.
By enrolling existing facilities with Endowment Studios, individuals and
organizations can not only harness the power of media but also contribute to
the promotion of tourism, cultural exchange, and community development.

Flexible and Inclusive Approach: The Endowment Studios project adopts a flexible and inclusive approach,
welcoming a wide range of facilities and participants. It encourages creativity, innovation, and collaboration
among stakeholders to create valuable media content that connect people globally.



F R E E  H O U S E K E E P I N G  A N D
E X C E L L E N T  H O S P I T A L I T Y

Complimentary Housekeeping
and Hospitality Services

We prioritize the quality of the
facilities and comfort and satisfaction
of the guests. Time sense and timely
interventions will make their presence
felt in the premises and in the way they
record the proceedings in the shooting
schedule of the day.  As part of our
commitment to providing exceptional
experiences, we offer complimentary
housekeeping and hospitality services
to all our guests and stakeholders.
Global TV teams are equipped with
professional skills and a genuine desire
to ensure that your stay is nothing
short of perfect. Whether you're
enjoying the tranquil ambiance of our
media guesthouses or participating in
our vibrant shooting events, we assure
you that our team will go above and
beyond to cater to your needs. From
maintaining pristine accommodations
to offering personalized assistance, we
take care of every detail so you can
focus on making memories and
connecting with fellow guests.

With Endowment Studios, hospitality extends beyond the traditional
boundaries. It's not just about providing a place to stay; it's about
creating a welcoming environment where every individual feels valued
and supported. So relax, unwind, and let us take care of you. 
Endowment Studios give priority for your comfort and happiness.

Welcoming Approach and Caring Nature:

Every Endowment Studio is operated by
a dedicated team of Global TV. Team
members are professionally trained and 
equipped with housekeeping skills,
hospitality, and supporting nature. 



THE CIRCLE OF EXCELLENCE
AROUND ENDOWMENT STUDIOS

Founding Members:

Individuals or entities who invest in

the project basically own the

studios. They are the founding

members. They set the scheme of

progress since they have a stake in

the successful operation of the

Endowment Studios project.

Local Entrepreneurs:

Individuals or groups from rural

areas with tourism potential are

inspired to participate in the media

initiatives. They collaborate with

others to leverage existing facilities

for media, social development, and

tourism purposes.

Media Teams:

Media Teams are formed around

tourist destinations and other

facilities. They are encouraged to

enroll with Endowment Studios.

These teams are responsible for

creating media content and

facilitating events.

Global TV Chief Editors:

Chief Editors of Global TV are the direct

points of contact and coordination for

the individuals or organizations

interested in enrolling people and

facilities with Endowment Studios. They

provide guidance and facilitate

collaboration.

Guests and Stakeholders:

People who utilize the facilities provided

by Endowment Studios, including

tourists, participants in media events, and

other individuals involved in the project.

Housekeeping and Hospitality:

The dedicated teams of Global TV are

responsible for operating each

Endowment Studio. They ensure the

quality of facilities, provide hospitality

services, and maintain a welcoming

environment for guests.

All These components collectively

contribute to the success and objectives

of the Endowment Studios project.

Studios are connected with one another

individually or through Global TV. 

Global TV is the central entity responsible for creating
collective media facilities along with leisure and recreation. It

serves as the main organizer and facilitator of the project.
Endowment Studios are owned and managed by different
stakeholders. Global TV will be taking care of the shooting

schedules, editing, telecast along with a portion of the guest
relations, social interventions and youth development. 

T H E  A I M  I S  T O  C O N N E C T  P E O P L E  A N D  C O M M U N I T I E S  T O  F O S T E R  M E A N I N G F U L
C O N V E R S A T I O N S ,  A N D  T O  P R O M O T E  C U L T U R A L  E X C H A N G E  A N D  T O  F A C I L I T A T E

E C O N O M I C  P R O S P E R I T Y  T H R O U G H  M E D I A  I N I T I A T I V E S .



YOUNG TALENTED STUDENTS
ARE YOU ABLE TO EARN WHILE YOU LEARN?

This is an opportunity to become Associate Editors and
Village Ambassadors. You can help a village prosper
and flourish by connecting it globally. Also, build your
confidence and communication skills. 

Campuses can do a massive campaign to get their
alumnus connectted and engaged. Media within the
campuses with NSS Volunteers and NCC Cadets
can make it a huge program. Such initiatives will
help the campuses in their admission drive year
after year with the referral network auto generated.

VILLAGE AMBASSADORS
GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME Associate Editors

ENGAGE PEOPLE
BUILD RELATIONS

Enquire
Network

Gather
Associate

Guide
Encourage

PAUL - 98441 82044

ENGAGE



ROOTS & FRUITS

Roots beneath the soil shape the growth of a tree. Gathering
knowledge about our rich tradition will strengthen our roots. 

Associating with diverse individuals and communities from our roots
will foster and faster our growth along with  those around us. Guided
by values and aspirations, we bear the fruits of our labor, spreading
seeds of hope and inspiration to others. With encouragement and
support, we empower one another to reach new heights, knowing
that our roots provide the foundation for the fruits of our success.

Roots and fruits are connected in the cycle
of growth and sustenance.

Connect and Communicate over Media Forums

Our roots and fruits are intimately intertwined. Our connections
with family, culture, and community provide us stability and
support. As we nurture our roots with care and intention, we pave
the way for the fruition of our endeavors. The fruits we bear,
whether tangible achievements or intangible blessings, are a
testament to the strength and resilience of our roots. Conversely,
the fruits we yield should nourish the soil of our roots, fostering
growth, and continuity. The cycle continues to support each other.

PAUL - 98441 82044



ACADEMIC CAMPUSES

The landscape of education is rapidly
and positively evolving. There arises an
urgent need to transform the academic
campuses to be and to become dynamic
career-focused environments. 

Entry of professionals into the academic
arena is more crucial today than ever.
Providing lucrative careers is the only
way to keep ambitious students from
migrating to foreign universities. 

For many campuses and universities in
India, the challenge lies not in imparting
knowledge but in producing employable
graduates ready to face the demands of
the professional world. This is the vision
that the central government presents in
its skill education mission. Unfortunately,
the campuses mix theoretical modes in
all streams of practical education.

T O  C A R E E R  C A M P U S
A  P R O F O U N D  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N

W I N G . C D R .  A R I J I T
G H O S H

Transformative Paradigm Shift:
Move beyond traditional
academics to embrace a career-
centric approach for producing
job-ready graduates.

Leave Professional Education to the
Professionals! Collaborate with them!!
Let us build a bridge of collaboration and
explore the opportunities emerging from
the challenges of times. Make a swift shift
from an academic-centric approach to a
career-centric one. Give special emphasis
on mushrooming opportunities in the field
of sports. Many players in the industry are
playing major roles in building sports as a
rewarding career for millions of people.

The Changing Dynamics of
Employability:
Industries are becoming increasingly
specialized and dynamic. They are keen on
exploring avenues created by changing
trends in society. Society is moving from
capital orientation to people-centric. 

Service industries are emerging overnight
from nowhere. They capture opportunities
everywhere. All of them operate through
people who are capable of handling the
challenges. Are you flexible enough to suit
the changing times?

Sports as Catalyst: Explore the
dynamic world of sports,
mirroring the success of
professionals like Virat Kohli, to
inspire specialized career paths.

Transforming Your Campus: From Academic
to Career-Oriented with a Spotlight on
Emerging Opportunities in Sports

Wing.Cdr. arijit ghosh Rtd.

+91 99809 96906



OUTBOUNDOUTBOUND
STUDENTS AND FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS AND

SDP & FDP
Student Development Programs
Tour & Outbound Training
Faculty Development Programs 
Student & Faculty Exchange
Organizing Industrial Visit 

BUZINESS MONK & GLOBAL TV
+91 96336 78896 globaltv.in/obt

TRAINING PROGRAMSTRAINING PROGRAMS
TOUR & INDUSTRIAL VISITTOUR & INDUSTRIAL VISIT

+91 98441 82044


